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JOB DONE!
Gordon Tarling’s impressive aerial photograph of our brand new Astro Turf patch shows it
soon after completion. A good deal bigger than was originally envisaged, the patch was
completed just in time for the mid-June barbecue evening when it drew much admiration
from the members (see below). WLMAC member Roger Darvell and his landscaping company
employees completed the job in a month of near non-stop work in good, dry conditions, after
which some heavy rain settled the artificial grass strips nicely into place to provide us with a
landing and take-off area free of rabbit holes. The light-coloured patches at the end of the
strip nearest the camera were superfluous deposits of ultra-fine sand removed from the rolls of
Astro Turf before laying. They are now disappearing into the natural grass. Congratulations
and thanks to Roger, and to Mat Dawson, who researched, sought out and negotiated the
acquisition of the turf from a school in Kent.
SEE NEXT PAGE FOR SCALE DAY DETAILS.

Above:- Roger Darvell, with Mat Dawson on the
buddy box, begins the first take-off from the new
strip with the club trainer. Left: Broad grins of
approval from the membership. The smooth new
strip behind them looks like a bowling green..
Left: The frequency board is
now mounted on the club
house wall. (Why didn’t we
think of this before?) But
there are fewer and fewer 35
Mhz flyers as trouble-free
2.4 Meg radio takes over.
Right: Models with titchy
wheels, scarcely capable of
taxiing on normal grass, can
now perform smooth takeoffs and landings from the
new patch.

FINGERS CROSSED FOR DECENT WEATHER
ON SCALE DAY, SUNDAY, JULY 3RD.
Scale Day, our traditional summer gathering, has been going since the midseventies and getting bigger and better every year. It’s the day for members,
their families and friends to get together for a picnic, a barbecue and a relaxed
flying display. The easy-going competition for the club trophies for the best in
the four model classes is always entertaining.
Major differences from last year are the newly-completed Astro Turf strip and
the change of access gate to the ground. The gate, right next to the bridge over
the canal, will be secured for the day by a cable and combination lock. Arrivals
must open it for themselves, and lock the gate behind them. We do not leave our
gate open at any time, even on Scale Day. Remember the combination. It is 2363
A work party has been called for the day before Scale Day— Saturday, July 2nd . Volunteers
are asked for. The job will be to clean and organise the club house, tidy up its surrounds and
to fill the rabbit holes on the areas of natural grass (there are plenty, and they are deep).
According to the weather forecast, a go or no-go decision will be made during the Saturday
afternoon. If necessary, Scale Day will be re-scheduled to the following Sunday, July 10th
and the decision posted on our club website, www.wlmac.co.uk
ON THE DAY..........
As soon as possible after arrival, competitors should register their models with Competition
Director Stuart Whitehouse, who is sharing that duty with Mat Dawson. They will enter them
in one of the following classifications:Small Civil
Small Military
Large Civil
Large Military
Electrics may take part in all classes.

Mat Dawson (left) and Stuart Whitehouse
are joint contest directors. Their word is law!

A model entered for the competition must fly, but the builder/owner may nominate a fellow
member to fly it if he so wishes.
Make sure you know the wingspan of your entry! You may also be asked by show
commentator Mike Sullivan for basic facts and figures about your model

SCALE DAY TIMETABLE
1030 to 1300 General flying under normal club rules.
1300 to 1400 Lunch and competitors’ practice flying—one at a time.
1400
Pilots’ briefing. (compulsory attendance) followed by:Competition flying (two at a time and overlapping to ensure continuity)
1630
Judges’ announcement of winners and presentation of awards.
This new Scale Day Trophy (see right), an impressive
model of a World War II, troop carrying Horsa glider,
will go to the “most improved” competitor. The
trophy is in memory of Stuart Whitehouse’s father,
David, a highly active WLMAC member who passed
away earlier this year. David contributed greatly to
WLMAC,s flight training programme The Committee
will also choose winners of awards for “Best Flight of
the Day” and “Best Scratch Built Model.”
Good weather will guarantee a bumper attendance
this year. Competitors are asked to be ready to share
the use of the model tables, and to encourage visitors
and friends to make best use of the available space
when parking their cars.

HAVE A GOOD SCALE DAY

